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vVe present an analytical method of analyzing a class of "splitting algorilhms" that
include probabilistic counting, selecting the leader, estimating the number of questions nec-
essary to identify distinct objects, searching algorithms based on digital tries, approximate
counting, ,mel so forth. In our disCl1ssion we concentrate on the analysis of a generalized
probabilistic counting algorithm. Our techniquc belongs to lhe toolkit of the a.nalytical anal-
ysis of algorithms, and it involves solutions offunctional equations, analytical poissoniJr.ation
and depoissorllzation, Mellin transform, etc. In particular, we deal with a functional equa-
tion of lhe form g(z) = fJa(z)g(z/2) + b(z) where a(z) and b(z) are given funclions, and
fJ < 1 is a constant. With respect to our generalized probabilistic counting algorithm, we
obtain asymptotic expansions of the first two moments of an estimatc of the cardinality of
a set that is computed by the algorithm. We also derive the asymptotic distribution of tIllS
cstimate, and observe that it actually flucluales, leading to a conclusion that its limiting
distribution docs not exist .
•A preliminary version of parts of tilis paper was presented ill }CALP 92, Vienna [26]. This work w~
supported by NSF Grants INT-8912631 and CCH.-9201078.
lThis author was additionally was supported by NSF Grants NSF Gra.nts NCH.-!l206315 and NCH-
9115191, and in part by NATO Collaborative Grant CRG.!l50060.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In several database algoritllffiS a major determinant of efficiency 1s the calYiinalilyof
the underlying set. Therefore, one needs an efficient way of estimating the carclinaliLy of
large (rnulli)sets of data. Clearly, the trivial method of building a list of dements without
replications is unacceptable due to the cost of disk access and auxiliary memory. Knowing
this fact, Flajolet and Martin [9] proposed an algorithm that is probabilistic in its nature.
It works as follows: In order La estimate the cardinality N of a set M (with replications)
every element x E M 1s hashed into a binary string of si7.c m (LIle choice of Tn is easy, and
m = 5 + logN suffices [til). The bitwise OR-composition of the modified hashed strings in
which only the least significant (rightmost) "1" survives is used to build the so called bitmap
and to obtain the estimate RN of the cardinality N of M. !vIore precisely, the position RN
of the leftmost zero in the bitmap string (where we start enumerating positions with 0)
approximates log2 N as shown by FJajolet and Martin in [9] (d. also [4]). Observe that,
equivaJently, RN is the length of the longest run of ones at the beginning of the bitmap
string.
In fact, probabilistic counting is a special case of a splitting process that also includes
sHch algorithms as selecting the loser [7, 31], estimating the number of questions necessar}'
to identify distinct objects [30], searching algorithms based on digital tries [16, 17, 18,
26, 28, 32, 36], approximate counting [24J, conflict resolution algorithms for multiaccess
communication [17,34,35] and so forth. Using a digital tree representation one can describe
the probabilistic counting in terms of this splitting process as follows: Imagine N persons
flipping a fair coin, and those who get 1 (a hit) discontinue throwing (move to the right in
the digital tree representation) wIllie the rest continue throwing (i.e., move to the left in
the digital tree) until they get a hit. The process continues until all remaining persons flip
a o. It should be clear that the number of rounds in the flipping procedure equals Olle plus
the qllantity RN from above.
Let us now consider the following more general version of the splitting process, where
the coin flipping ends as soon as at most d persons have 1lipped a 1 in the same round,
where d is a given parameter. TIllS time we denote the number of rounds by 1 + RN,d.
Observe that ([ = 0 corresponds to the original situation. Again we will expect RN,d to be
an estimate of log2 N. We should point out that a similar extension of the primary leader
election a.lgorithm was recently considered by Grabner [13].
Returning to the probabilistic counting algorithm: We can interpret the generalized
situation as follows: 'We start from an empty bitmap string, that is, with all positions
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filled by zeros. We fll rther assltme lhat N different objects (e.g., data, persons, etc.) ca.n
randomly insert (hit) a 1 at any position of the bitmap, however, the prob;:Lbility of hitting
the j ~ 0 position is equal to 2-i - 1 • (In terms of the modified hashed strings discussed
above this means that the probability of the occurrence of the pattern like Oil··· is eqllal
to 2-i - 1 since 0 and 1 are equally likely.) l~ver)' object can hit only one time. We counl
the number of luts in any position of the bitmap, but we count lhe number of hits only up
to the value d + 1, where d is a given parameter. In other words, lhe bitmap is ad +2-ary
slring now. Clearly, the bitmap will conlain many d + l's at the beginning of the string.
This is due to the fact that lhe probability of a hH decreases exponentially fast witlt the
increase of the position in the bitmap. It is easy to see that the length of the longest run
of d + 1's in the front of the bitmap equals RN,d defined above. More precisely, we have:
RN,d = min{k: bitmap(k) < d+ 1 and for all O.:S: i < k bitmap(i) = d+ 1}. (1)
Observe that this lime replications in the object set are not allowable since they might
inIluence the result of the bitmap procedure if d ~ l.
"For example, for d = 3 we may have bitmap = 44441j1j1j'144434100000. As the estimate
RN,d we take the position of the leftmost value smaller than d + 1 (e.g., in the eX;:Lmple
above we have RN,3 = Jl).
In the present paper we analyze the probabilistic behavior of the parameler RN,d. In
partiwlar, we prove th;:Ll ERN,d = log2 N - 1 - Cd + P(log2 N) + O(VN) where Cd is a
constanl such that Cd = log2 d - t + O(l/d) as d -...,. 00, and P(x) is a periodic function
of period 1 and small amplitude (d. Theorem 1(i)). More importantly, we show that the
variance of RN,d fulfills (neglecting periodic fluclU<Llions of mean zero) Var RN,d '" ~
as d - 00 (cf. Theorem l(ii). Finally, we derive the asymptotic distribution of RN,d
which conlirms our believes that the eslimate RN,d is well concentrated around its mean
(cf. Theorem 2). But, we observe that the limiting distribution of RN,d does not exisl due
to a tiny oscillation of the asymptotic distribution. A preliminary version of some of these
results C;:LU be found in [26].
It mllst be stressed that the novelity of our paper also lies in the area of the mathematical
analysis of algorithms, and we think of the splitting process (in particular, the probabilistic
counting) as a motivalion for a more genera,l study. In fact, lhe proposed technique of
analysis can be applied to several other algorithms. As indicaled above, the sludy of the
splitting process can be reduced to a problem on digital t1·ees. Evaluating a parameter of
sllch a tree, we obtain the following functional equation
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In general, thi5 equation does not have an explicit !inite solution unless a(z) is a very
particular function. For example, a(z) = e': was discussed in Knuth [28] (cf. also [3G]),
Flajolet and Saheb [lOJ, and Szpankowski [35J, [36J (cf. also [28]) investigated the case
a(z) = e= + 1. For these two cases explicit finite solutions of (2) were obtained, but it
is rather hopeless to expect the existence of a useful closed form solution for general n(z)
and b(z). An asymptotic solution to (2) was suggested in Jacquet and Szpankowski [17J
who analyzed the case a(z) = 1 + (1 + z)c-::. More recently, Flajolet and Richmond [11]
investigated asymptotically the above equation with a(z) = 2zbj(1 + Z)b for some integer
b > O. In the analysis of the algorithms introduced in this paper, we must investigate
among others the equation (2) with a(z) = 1- ed(z)e-:: where Cd(Z) = 'L,1=ozijiL Even
more complicated functions for a(z) and b(z) are involved in the analysis of the variance
and the asymptotic distribution (cf. Sections 2 and 3).
1\5 mentioned above, the case d = 0 was analyzed by Flajolet and Martin [9]. In
addition, Greenberg et at. [ltlJ investigated the instance (l = 1 in the analysis of ;:L conflict
resolution algorithm for multiple channels. It must be stressed that the analysis of Flajolet
and Martin [9] is based on the inclusion-exclusion rule, and seems to be very unlikely
extendable to d;:: l. This is partially evident from the analysis in [III].
The plan for the present paper is as follows: In the next section we present our main
results concerning the generalized counting algorithm and the associated splitting process,
and their algorithmic consequences. The proofs are delayed till Section 3 where - besides
of proving our findings - we also present a general methodology of dealing with functional
equations like (2). In particular, we use a (lepoissonization lemma that allows liS to obtain
an estimate of a sequence from its exponential generating function, This approach turned
to be very useful in many other situations encountered in the analysis of algorithms (d.
[7,12,17,33,32]),
2, MAIN RESULTS
Let FN(U) = EURN,J. be the probability generating function of the estimator RN,d.
That is, [1ti ]FN(u) (the jth coefficient at FN(U)) is the probabllity that either the splitting
process terminates after j + 1 rounds or that the result of the bitmap is (d+ l)ic .. , where
c ~ d, and (d + l)i denotes j consecutive values "d + 1". To derive the recurrence for
FN(ll) we observ(!: If at the first step k persons flip 1, then either the contribution to
the generating function FN(u) is u°'L,I.::::;d ('/.)2- N for k $ d, or the contribution becomes
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llLd+l"'::k..,::N (~)2-NFN_k(U) for k > d. In short, we obtain the following recurrence
(3)
which is valid for all N ~ o.
U!'iing (3) we can derive recurrences for the first and second factorial moments of RN,d,
namely: ERN,d = F},,(1) and FN(l). Observe that Var RN,d = FN(l) +F j\, (1) - (F},,( 1))2.
In particular, let L(z) and W(z) be the exponential generating function for Fj\,(l) and





L Fg.(l)zN /N! .
N;?O
Define a.lso L(z) e-ZL(z) and vV(z) = e-ZW(z) as the Poisson generating Junctions.
These Poisson generating functions represent the first two moments in a variation of the
probabilistic coullting problem in which the number of people (objects) is not fixed but is a
random variable distributed according to a Poisson process with mean z. Then, after some
algebra (3) implies
L(z) = /dCz/2)L(z/2) + !d(z/2) ,
W(z) = !d(z/2)W(z/2) +2L(z)!d(z/2)
where
Zl zd
Id(Z) = 1- cd(z)e-' and Cd(Z) = I + I + ... + -d' . (6)
1. .
The above functional equations are solved in the next section (cf. Section 3.1). Their
solutions arc expressed in terms of the following function that is needed to articulate au r
main results below:
~ ~
I'(x) = IT !d(x2;) = IT (1- ed(x2;)e-x2i )
i=o i=o
We now can present our first main result which is proved in Section 3.2.
(7)
Theorem 1. Consi(lel' the generalized splitting algol'ithms (lescribed above. Then the esti.
maim· RN,d behaves as follows:
(i) The average value of RN,d becomes asymptotically as N -. 00
(8)
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for (lny E > 0 with
(9)
where L = log 2 and the function ep(x) is defined in (7). Furthermore, with Xk = 2k7li/ L,
P,(X) ~ - ;, L ""( -x,)e'";'X
~'/;o
(10)
lIJhae q;-( s) is the Mellin tmnsform of ep(2x) - rp( x) and ~-/(s) is the fin;t derivative of
11l(.~) (ef. Section:1 for details). In particulm', Pl(X) is (l periodic function of mean zero
and small amplitude for reasonable values of d.
(ii) The variance of RN,d is
(11 )




1 100 log2 X
--, ed(x)e-X I"(2x)--dx
I, 0 x
-Cd - 1/6 +log~ d + 0 (J) as d ---; 00 , (13)
, 1 (1)Dd - Cd = 12 +0 d as d ---; 00 . (14 )
The quantity [P{]o is the (integral) mean of tlte square of Pl(X), and for large d behaves as
[P'] _ ~ __1_ 0 (~)1 0 - 12 v:;il + d as d_oo. (15)
PinrJily, P2 (x) is a periodic function with period 1 and small amplitude.
Using numerical inLegraLion, we computed for some values of d the constant terms (for
N ---; 00) in ERN.d -log2 N - P,(log2 N) and Var RN,d - P2(log2 N). They are displayed
in Table L We note that the variance initially rapidly dccreases (for d ~ 2) and then the
decrca.'iC slows down.
G











o ERNd- 1og2 N ! Var RNd I
( 16)
As an immediate consequcnce of Theorem 1, wc observe that RN,d converges in proba-
bility (pr.) to J~RN,d. In(leed, by Chebyshev's inequality we have
VarRNd (1)
Pr{/RN,d/ERN,d-11 > c}::; c2E2R~,d = 0 log2 N ---; 0
as N ---; 00. This proves thc announced convergence, but does not warrant the almost sure
(a.s.) convergence since thc BOl'el-Cantclli Lemma cannot be applied. However, observe
that RN,d is a nondecreasing function of N, in the sense that on every sample j)<Lth we
havc RN+l,d ~ Ri',,r,d. To provc the (a.s.) convergcnce one should apply the Borel-Cantelli
Lemma along it doubly exponentially increasing sequcnce such as N = 22" (d. [21]), thus
RN,d ---; ERN,d (a.s.), too.
Our techniquc also allows to deal with the asymptotic distribution for RN,d and the
limiting generating function. For this, we introduce the Poisson transform of FN(z) as
_ 00 zN
G(z,n) = e-' L: FN (n)ii1 .
N:=o .1 •
Obsenre that G(z, u) can be interpreted as the generating function of RN,d when the cardi-
nality of a set is Poisson distributed wHh mean z.
The Poisson generating function G(z, u) satisfies the following functional cquation
G(z, u) = nl,(z/2)G(z/2, u) + (u -1)(1,(z/2) - 1) . (17)
Using the technique from Section 3.1, we can solve it for z --+ 00, <md then by depoissoniza-
tion (that is, after recovering FN(U) from G(z,u)) we prove in Section 3.3 ou!' second main
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finding.
Theorem 2. Let t be a fixed real number. Then, fm'large N the asymptotic dist7'ibution of
RN,d becomes for N ----;. 00 (d fixe(l)
for (lny E > 0, where rp(x) is defined in (7), and {log2 N +t} = 10g2 N +t-llog2 N +tJ. Since
{log2 N + t} is dew,e in [0, 1] but not uniformly distributed in [0, 1] the limiting distribution
of RN,d does not exist. In fael,
lim inf Pr{RN,d ~ log2 N + t - I}
iV-co
lim sup Pr{RN,d:::; log2 N + t - I}
N-oo





Remark. 'With a more involved proof, using the complex Mellin transfol'nl it can be shown
Llutt the remainder term in (18) is O(N- 1/ 2 ), and the error terms in (8) and (11) arc
O(log N/N) and O(lo~ N/N), respectively. 0
Thc nonexistence of the limiting distribution could be expected. Observe that the
estimate RN,d is rehtted to an extreme statistics of a set of N discrete random variables
(in fact, geometrically distributed). Anderson [3J in 1970 predicted such a behavior for
M n = max{X1, ... ,XN} where Xi are l.i.d. discrete random variables. In fact, when
Xi arc geometrically distributed with parameter 1/2, then the asymptotic distribution of
A1n -log2 N oscillates between two double exponential distributions, namely C-2-'-1 and
e-2-'. The bounds (19) and (20) resemble the double exponential distribution. Indeed,
consider d = 0, and take only the first two terms of the infinite product rp(2- t ). Then,
9(2-1) ~ Lj:::>:O e-T'+J. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where we show the upper "envelope"
for the asymptotic distribution of RN,d - IOg2 N (i.e., 1 - rp(2- 1)) for d = 0 and (i = 3).
In passing, we should point out that recently Fill ct. at. [7J used the depoissonization
techniqlle to obtain a similar oscillation in the height of the incomplete trie. A thorough
account on analytical depoissonization can be found in Jacquet and Szpankowski [19J.
Our technique might be applied to analyze several other algorithms that are ba.'>ed on
the "splitting process" described at the beginning of lItis section. More precisely, a splitting
algorithm divides randomly N objects according to some rule. For example, consider a
multiaccess system with ;:t large number of users. The following "conflict resolution" algo-








Figure 1: The upper "envelope" for the "shlfted" asymptotlc distribution 1 - <p(2- t ) for
d = a and d = 3.
size of a conflict, that is, the number of users that simultaneollsly sent packets. To split it,
every user flips a fair coin, and those who get 1 "move right" in a digital tree represented
this process, while the others "move left". This splitting process continues until all users
sent successfully their packets (i.e., subtrees containing conflicting users me of size one).
This algorithm can be analyzed in a unified manner by our approach through the functional
equ;:Ltion of type (21).
Here is another example that generalizes PATRICIA tries (cf. [28], [36]). Consider
N infinite strings that are built over a V-ary alphabet. Using a trie construction as in
Knuth [28] (see also [36]) we can split all strings in such a manner that no two of them will
share the common prefix. A trle built in such a manner may contain some internal nodes
that arc unary. To avoid such a waste of storage, one may compress this trie to obtain
a PATRICIA trie. In the PATRICIA all internal nodes have degree greater or equal to
two. But a generalization of a PATRICIA trie might be also explored by imposing that all
internal nodes have degree of size greater or equal to d:; V. What is the search time (i.e.,
the length of a path to an external node) in such a trie? What about the average height,
etc.? The analysis of such a data structure seems to be a nontrivial task, and our approach
can be applied to solve some of these problems.
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3. ANALYSIS
In this section we present the proof of Theorem I (cf. Section 3.2) and Theorem 2 (cf.
Section 3.3). To streamline our iUuuysis, in Section 3.1 we discuss a general solution of a
functional equation that arises on many occasions in this paper (d. (2», and in general in
the analysis of algorithms (cr. [4,7, 10, 11, ltl, 22, 24, 25, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]).
In addition, we offer a unified approach to depoissoni7.atioll: a technique that allows to
analyze the Poisson model instead of the more difficult Bernoulli model (i.e., when the
number of ol)jects is Ii.x.ed). Poissonizatioll is a standard probabilistic tl:!chnique (cr. Aldous
[2]), however, dcpoissonization causes usually some problems. vVe cope with it in Section
3.1 where we present an analytical approach to the depoissonizatlon (cf. also [7, 17, 18, Hl,
32, 33]).
3.1 General Solution and Depoissonization
The functional equations (4) and (5) for the Poisson generating fUllclions of i(z) and
W(z), as well as (17) on G(z, u) satisfy the following general functional equation
ii(z, u) ~ (3a(z/2, u)ii(z/2, u) + b(z, u) , (21 )
where IPI :5 1, and 1t is either fixed (d. (4) and (5)) and in this case we simplify the notalion
lo g(z), or 1t belongs to a compact neighborhood U(uo) of 1LO (cf. in (17) we have '/Lo = 0).
The factor (3 may depend on 1t. Iterating (21), we ohlain i:L general solution in lhe form of
(cf. [17, 35])
if 9(0, u) = 0_ Define
00 •
g(z,u) = L{3"b(z2-',u) II a(zT',u)
n=O k=l
00




provided the infinite producl 1Il (23) converges_ Then, the general solLltlon (22) can be
rewritten as
00 .-1
ii(z,u) = LW'b(z2-',u) II l'(zTi,u).
n=O j=o






The last form is lhe clue to our asymplotlc solution of the functional equation (22),
and in particular to solve (4), (5) and (17). Tlus is due to the fact that the sum in (25)
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falls under the so called harmonic sum that can be easily handled by the Mellin tmnsform
technique (d. [12, 34]): Using the Mellin transform we obtain the asymptotic behavior
of the above function for z -;. 00, and thcn we "depoissonize" it to recover the original
sequence.
In view of this, the important pad of our analysis relies on depoissoniz<ttion that we
discuss next. To assure enough generality, let 9N(k) be a double sequence of N ;::: 0
and k ~ 0 (e.g., gN(I;;) = Pr{RN,d = k}). Dcfine gN(U) = Lk?:.011,kgN(k), the exponen-
tial generating function g(z,u) = LN?:.o9N(U)zNIN!, and the Poisson generating function
g(z,1L) = e-Zg(z,u). When the sequence depends only on N (e.g., gN = ERN,d), we write
fj(z) = e-:: LN?o9NzN IN!. On several instances the Poisson generating function .q(z, u)
(or g(z)) is easier to handle, and one can obtain the asymptotic behavior of [j(z, u) for
z -;. 00. The question is how to recover gN(U) (or gN). This reverse process is called
rlepoissonization, and the lemma below was proved in Rais et. af. [32] (cf. also [Hi, 18,33])_
Depoissonization Lemma. Let So be a cone So = {z: largzl < 8, 0 < () < 1f/2}. As
z ......,. 00 the following two conditions arc assumed to hold for allu in a compact set U:
(I) For z E So
101' some E > 0,-
(0) Hn' z" So
g(z, u) ~ O(lzl')
g(z, u)e' ~ O(eol'l)
(26)
(27)
for some a < 1.
Then for lmYJe N uniJormly in u E U the generating flmction .qrv(u) = [zN IN!]g(z, u )eZ
satisfies
9N(U) ~ g(N, u) +O(N-'!H,) . (28)
Remark (i) The error term in (28) depends only on the bounds on .q(Z,1l) (d. (26) and
(27)) and does not depend directly on the function g(z,u) itself.
(ii) A more careful analysis reveals that the error term in (28) is O(N-1+e") (cf. [19]). 0
Using the Depoissonization Lemma, we can "depoissonize" functional equation (21),
and prove the following general result.
Theorem 3. Consider the Junctional equation (21) for u in a compact sel U such that
g(z,u) is boundecl in U. Choose large B > 0 such that Jor Izl > B an(J any constants
11
f3I, f32, 0, 01 > 0 the following conditions hold:
(I) for z E So
lf3a(z(2, u)1 < 1 _ 0
2'
(O)forz~So
lf3a(z(2,u)eol 'l < (1- oI)enlo/'1






Proof. It suffices to prove that under (29) and (30) the two conrlHions (26) and (27) of
the Depoissonization Lemma hold. The pLOof is by induction along the so called increasing
domains as used in [16] and defined precisely in [18]: Suppose 1 < >. < 2 is <:L given real
number, and then define increasing domains 'Pm for m = 0, I,. _. as
Note that if z E 'Vm+1 - V m , then z/2 E V m , for m = 0,1, .... Thus, we can apply
induction with respect to m.
We first show that (26) holds provided inequalities (29) arc fulfilled [or z E So. Denne
V = Vm n 51). Clearly (26) holds in Vo as long as a solution o[ the functional equa.tion is
bounded in a compact set. Let us now assume that condition (26) is satisfied in 13m , <:Lnd
we prove that it also holds in i).n+l. If Z E Vm, then we are done. If z E VmH - Vrn , then
z/2 E V,n, and we can apply induction hypothesis, that is, Ig(z/2,u)1 S f3Ilz!e"/2~ forlarge
z E So and some constant f3I > O. Then, [LOrn tllC inductIon hypothesis, ineqllalities (29),
and equation (21) we have
Thus, (26) holds in the larger domain 'Vm+J , and by induction, In the whole cone So.
In a similar manner we prove that the second set orlnequalities (30) imply (27) by noting
that le"'l = c:R(z) S eal;;1 where u = cosB < 1. This time we use domains V m = Vmn 51)
where So is the complimentary set to 51). The rest follows the same line of arguments as
above. This completes the proof of 'j'heorem 3.•
3.2 Analysis of Moments
We now prove Theorem 1. We consider two cases: bounded d, and large d (d ...... co).
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CASE A: BOUNDED d
'VVe sti:Lrl with the average value 1~IlN,d. Its Poisson generating function L(z) satisfied
the functional equation (4) which we repeat below
I(z) ~ fd(z/2)L(z/2) + !d(z/2) (32)
where fa( z) = I - ed( z)e-Z and ed(z) = 1 + zl/1! + ... + Zd / (l!. This equation falls under
the general functional equation (21), thus by (25) we have
=
where




I'(z) ~ II !d(z2i) ~ II (1- ed(z2i)e-"') (34)
j=o j=O
Observe that, by d'Alembert's criterion, the final expression wnverges absolutely for all
complex numbers z.
The idea of our analysis is to obtain the asymptotic behavior of L(z) as z ----;. co, and
then to apply (lepoissonization. To obtain the asymptotics of L(z) we make use of the
Mellin transform technique. The Mellin approach is by now a standard technique in the
analysis of algorithms. The interested reader can find more on Mellin tr<Lllsform in a recent
survey [12] (cf. also [34]). For the reader's convenience, however, we provide below some
properties of the transform that we shall use in ou r analysis.
The following properties arc Ilsed in this pi:Lper:
(PI) ])~;~'INITJON AND INVERSE OF THE REAl, M~;I,I,IN TRANSFORM
(35)
where c belongs to the fundamental strip defined below.
(P2) FUNDAMENTAL STRIP









x ....... 00 •
J"(s) ~ g"(s) 2:: ),'!1,;'
k~O
(36)
provided the above sum converges. Tn the above, we used the following property
f(x) ~ g(ax)
in the fundamental strip of r( s).
(37)
(P4) ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION
If r(.<;) satisfies certain smallness-conditions towards ioo (d.
M, (M > 0) and
J(
"( '" dkf s)~ L.-(.,_b)k+'
1.:=0
then as a; --+ 00
v~(h b k Mf(x) = L.- k!x- (-logx)" +O(x- ).
1.:=0
[12]) for -~ < :R(s) ,;
(38)
(39)
(P5) MELLIN TRANSFORM IN COMPLEX PLANE (d. [5,6,8])
If F(z) is analytic in a cone (h ~ arg(z) ~ 82 with 81 < 0 < 0z, then the Mellin
transform F-(s) can be defined by replacing the p,Lth of integration [O,oo[ by any
curve starting at z = 0 and going to 00 inside the cone, and it is identical with the
real trausform r(s) of f(z) = p(z)1 from (35). In particular, if r(s) fulfills an
zER
asymptotic expansion (38), then (39) holds for F(z) as z -;. 00 in the cone.
Now we are ready to solve asymptotically (33) since we recogni7.c it as;:L harmonic sum.
Let Q1(Z) = L(z)lP(z) and Qj(s) be its Mellin transform which due to (P2) exists in the
strip !R( s) E (-00,0). By the harmonic sum formula (P3) we h;:we Q1 (s) = 25 /(1_ 2S )Y'"'(s)
where the Mellin lP"(s) of !p(x) exists in R(.<;) E (-00,0). There is a problem, however, since
the Mellin transform of 'P(s) does not exists at s = 0, and we need a more precise estimate
of 'P"(s) at s = O.
Thus, we proceed as follows. Define
Observc now that the Mellin transform of cI>(x) exists in (-00,00), and by (37) we finally
obtain
2' ( 2' )'Qi(s) = 1 _ 2·,1'"(8) = 1- 2' <I>"(s),




To assess asymptotically L(z) we use property (P4) of the Mellin transform, that is, we
must estimate residues of(41). Note that Xk = 2rlikjL (1;: = 0, ±l, ±2, ...) are the solutions
of 1 - 2- s = 0, and lhe main contribution to the asymptotics comes from Xo = O. Since
r.p(z) "" 1 +O(z-M) for any M > 0, we obtain, for z --;. 00





l OO dxe-X ed(x)'P(2x)- ,o x
l oo logx,-Xed(x)'P(2x)--dx,o x
(44)
(45)
(4[;)P,(x) = L (","(-x.)(x -1) _ "'"'(7.)) ,"'xix .
k;lO L L
To complele the proof, we need to evaluate iJ)-(O),<I>"'(xd, l])""(O), and cIi-/(Xk). The first one
is rather easy, and by properties of the Mellin transform we find out that cIi"'(O) = L = log 2.
The derivatives are harder to estimate. In order to treat the other constants, we firsl present
another evaluation of iP*(O).
Define the function l(x) as follows
l(x) = {~
Then, we can write
if x 2': 1
if x < 1 .
(47)
"'"(0) f('P(2X) - 'P(x))d~x
100 dx loo dx 100 dx('P(2x) - 1(2x))- + (1(2x) - l(x))- + (l(x) - 'P(x))-(48)o x 0 x 0 x
(00(1(2x) _1(x))dx = r' dx = L,io X It;2 x
since after the substitution u = 2x in the second line of the ;:Lbove display, the first and
the second integrals caucel. A similar derivation shows that iP'"(n) = 0, thus one proves
formula (10) for PI(X) in Theorem l(i).
To complete the proof of Theorem l(i), we must establish depoissonizatioll of L(z) which
follows directly from Theorem 3. For the reader convenience, we repe;:LI. the arguments
below: Observe thal due to (43) condition (28) o[ lhe Depoissonization Lemma (growth
estimate inside a cone So) is automatically satisfied. Assume now z ~ So for some 0 <
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8 < 1T /2, and define 1 > 0' > cos 8 := c. We apply induction and the increasing domains
as in t.he proof of Theorem 3" Consider (32), and by induct.ion hypothesis assume that
IL(z/2)O"/'1 <: ;3e"I"/'1 for some;3 > 1. Theu,
IL(z)e'l < IMz/2)e'/'IIL(z/2je'/'1 + IMz/2)e'l
< IMz/2)le*/'I;3e"I*1 + IMz/2)le'I"1
< j3cO'I::/21
where the last inequality llOlds as long as we choose E. such that for Izl > ~ we have
1!d(z/2)1 :=; e(0'-c)I::/21. TIlls completes the depoisson"l7.ation argument, and after an appli-
cation of the depoissoll..izat.ion Lemma Theorem 1(i) is finally proved.
The proof of Theorem l(ii) concerning the variance of RN,ri is more intricat.e but it
proceeds along t.he same lines as the above derivation. In particuhLr, we deal now with t.he
functional equ;:Ltioll.. (5) which we repeat bclow
W(z) ~ Mz/2)W(z/2) + 2L(z)Mz/2) . (49)
Using the idea from Section 3.1 (cf. (21) - (25)) wc find immediately an explicit solution
to (49), namely
00
W(z)cp(z) ~ 2 L L(zTn- 1 )cp(zTn- 1 ) ,
n=O
which becomes, afier inserting solution (33) for L(z)
00 00
W(z)cp(z) ~ 2L L cp(zTn-i) .
j=I"=1
(50)
To establish t.he asymptotics of W(z), thus also for F~(1), we proceed as before through
the Mellin transform and depoissonization. Let Q2(Z) = W(z)lf'(z) and Qi(s) be its Mellin
transform. Then, from the harmonic sum formula
( 2' )' ( 2' )3Q;(s)~2 1-2' cp"(s)~2 1-2' <I\"(s)
where cp-(s) is defined as beforc_ Noting that
and computing residues, we easily obtain t.he following for z - 00 and any "'If > 0
Q,(z) ~ logjz - (3+ 2Cd)!og,z+2+3Cd + Dd + p,(log,z) + O(z-M)
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with Cd from (8), P2(X) is a periodic function with period 1, and
1.11 1 {OO -x (, )log2 Xf)d = L3 iJl (0) = D~ Jo cd(x)e 'P 2x ---;-dx.
The rest is easy. We first depoissonizc Q2(Z) using the same arguments as above [or
L(z). Since I.p(z) = 1+O(z-M) for any M > 0, we easily find the second factorial moment of
RN,d. Using Depoissonir,ation Lemma, the proof of Theorem 1, apart from the asymptotics
of the constant term for d --i" 00, is completed.
CASE B: LAltm: rl
Now, we analyze the case when d -'r 00. Considering more carefully <1>·'(0), we obtain
the following (with 1(x) dC!fined in (49))
<1>"'(0) ~ 100 dx-L'/2+ f, (1(x)-I'(X))-'o x
'/ h' ()<Lx foo( dx
-I,2+L I'x-+L 1-I'(x))-.
o x 1 X
(51 )
I(d) =
We now estlm;:Lle the above two integrals of (51) for large d. The first one is easy. Note
that <p(x) ::; 1 - Ed(:I: )e-X = e-x Lk::l xdHj{d+ '.:)1. 'fhus,
r' dx 00 1 (1)
OS Jo I'(x)-;- S~ (d+ k)!(d+ k) = 0 d!
In order to estimate the second integral of (51) - wh.ich we call I( el) - we recognize its
simlhtrity to the incomplete gamma function (cf. [ID. We shall derive separately a lower
and an upper bound on J((L). For the lower ooulld, we observe that
f oo dX;'oo dx [ e- l d 1(1 -I'(x))- ": 'd(X)C- X - = -dt +L 7j(f(i) - 'YU, 1))1 X I X I t i=ll.
d
E,(1) +L ~(1'(i) - 'Y(i, 1)) (.52)
;=1 z.
where E\{l) = -, - Ln2:1(-1)n/(nn!) is a particular value of the exponential integral
J~l (z) = h c I e-t dt, and 1'(a, z) = f; e- l ta - 1elt the incomplete gamma function (cr. [1]).
Now we Illllst estimate the second term of (52). Note that
,(i+l,l) = ~ ~ ..1c,
i! e L.J k!
I.:=i+l
and (,.I. Knuth [27J Ex. 1.2.7-1.2.13),
1 <X> H k = (_1)71+1;; L k! = e L nn!
1.:=1 71=1
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where Hk is the kth harmonic number. Hence
l(d) ~
d --T 00.
An upper bound on I(d) is more intricate. First, we rewrite I((L) as
1,d+ I dx 100 dxl(d)~ (1-1'('))-+ (1-I'(x))-.1 X d+1 X
The first integral above denoted as It (d) fulfills
(53)
1,00 dxll(d) " -~log(d+l)~logd+O(d-l),1 X d --T 00.
In the following we estimate the second integral of (53) which we denote a.c; h(d). We
start from the observation that for 0 ..s: ak ..s: 1
1 - L Ok " II (I - Ok),
k;?:O k;?:O






d+l1°° d-l _u du12 ,k(d)..s: -d' u C -.
. (cf+l)2'" u
Since the function f(u) = ucfc- u takes its maximum for u = d and is monotonically de-
creasing for u ;::: d, we have for u ;::: (d + 1)2k
18
Hence
so that LJ.-'=?:.o 12,k(d) is exponentially small in rl --+ 00. Altogether we have proved that
ltd) = logd+O(d-1 ), d--+oo . (54)
Putting everything together, we finally obtained the asymptotics for Cd described in The-
orem I(i), that is,
(55)
Now, can turn our attention to establishing Theorem 1(ii) for large d. We recall that to
compute the variance of RN,d we need a precise estimate of (L(N))2. But the asymptotic
formula on (L(N))2 involves Pf(log2 N), where the zeroth term in the Fourier expansion of
pl(x) is not equal to zero (in contrast to PI (x)). To recover th.is zeroth Fourier coefficient
[Pl]o, we need a new representation of PI(x) which we recall below
PI(x) = -~ 2::'>IJ-'( _Xk)e2k;;ix .
L kt-O
Proceeding as with ~-/(O) above we find
1 1 11d+! dl 1 1d+! dt
L2<1>"'(xkl ~ --1- - -1 l'(t),I+" + -L (1-I'(I))t1+" .~Xk ~ 0 0 '
Using integration by parts the whole expression turns out to be
I ') 1 100 '() dt-12~·(Xk = --L lOt i'"
~ Xk 0
For later use we note that in the last integral lp'{t) can be replaced
an exponentially small error in d: We have
with
(56)
by fd(t) = ~C-I with
19
so that, integrating by parts,
IR(k,d)1 <; 2 [ 1;«)(I'(2t) - 1)dt .
Splitting up the range of integmtion according to the regions where either one of the factors
of the integrand is small, IR(k, (l)) can be estimated similarly to <I>w/(O), and R(k, d) turns
out to be exponenliaUy sma.Jl in d (uniformly in k). Now,
so that
_2-<j>"'(_ •. ) = _1_ (r(d+ 1 + Xk) + R(k d))
£ 2 Xk I. dl ',Xk .
and we finally obtain
(57)
Finally, we can return to the evaluation of the zeroth Fourier coefficient [plla of P'f(x).
According to the uniform exponent"lal smallness of R(k, d) for d getting large we have
2 1,,1 2 •[FIla = 21"2 ~ -I'121r(d + 1 + xk)1 + expo small terms III d.
L d. k;"O Xk
III order to evaluate the series occurring in (58) we observe that
(58)
Therefore the main term of p](x) coincides perfectly with the periodic function PJ(x) ana-
lyzed in [25] (cf. Theorem 3 of [25]) if d is replaced by d + 1. The mean [pllo of the square
of the hlller Ituctuating function can be analyzed by different methods. In [25] this quantity
is treated using Hankel contour integrals with the "kernel"
r(j +z)r(j - z)
e Lz -1
An earlier approach, using transformation results due to Ramanujan, may be found in [23].
From [25] we have the asymptotic result
d -----> 00 .
Tlus completes the proof of p;:lrt (ii) of Theorem 1.
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3.3 Asymptotic Limiting Distributions
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 2 concerning the asymptotic distribution of RN,d'
The Poisson generating fu nction G(z, n) of RN,d satisfies the functional equation (17). But,
the Mellin transform of G(z,u) with respect to z does not exist since G(Z,1L);::: 0(1) for
both z ----;. 00 and z ----;. O. Therefore, we introduce the new function ii{z,u) ;::: G{z, u) - 1
whose Mellin transform exists in R{s) E (-I, 0). Observe that H(z, u) fulfills the following
functional equation
H(z,u) = u!d(z/2)H(z/2,u) + (u - 1)!d(z/2). (60)
This equation falls under our general equation (21) from Section 3.1. In piulicular, using
the same arguments as before, we can write the solution for ii(z,x) as
=




where <p(z) is defined in (34).
We can now easily obtain asymptotic expansion for the probability geller;:Lting function
FN(z). To derive it we apply the Mellin transform technique and then depoissonization
since (60) satisfies all conditions of Theorem 3. As a result, we can prove the following
p (u)_ulog2NWK(-log2u)+P(log N)+O(N- 1!2+")
N . - L(u 1) 3 2 •
where ip-(s) is the Mellin transform of <p(2x) - <p(x) as discussed in Section 3.2 and P3 is a
fluctuating function.
However, to derive the asymptotic distribution of RN,d, we proceed in a different manner.
Note that from (61) we obtain
But, using the definition of G(z, u) and comparing coefficients at uk we arrive at
_ . H(z u) ~ 00 zN (z2-k-l) kH .
h,(z) = [u'l ' = ,-' L P,{IlN,d > k)", ~ <p (,) = II !d(z/2') (63)
l-u N=O J.y. tp- j=1
with Jd(Z);::: 1- Cd(Z)C-::. In the following we depoissonize (63).
\'\'e start with an estimate on hk(Z) inside the cone, thus we assume z E So. Then,
nz;::: Izl cos(argz) ~ Izl cosO, and
IMz)1 11 - 'd(z),-'I S 1+e,(lz[)le-'1 = 1+ed(lz[),-"
< 1 + cd(lzl)c-I::lcoso .
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If we assume 8 ::; ~, the last estimate reads
foralizESo.
Let £ > a be arbitrarily smaU. Then there exists II." = [((E) ~ 1 suc.h tlmt ed(x)e-xj2 < ~
for all x > f(, t'esp.
o
Ifd(z)[ <: 1 + 2" for Z E So, Izi > K«) .
Let LIS now consider the region Izl ::; II.": Since 0 ::; Jd(X) = 1 - ed(x)e-X ::; Jd(K) < J for
x E [0, !{] and the function Jd(Z) is continuous, there exists an open neighborhood U(x) of
each point x E [O,K] with Ifd(z)1 ::; 1 for z E U(x). Due to the compactness of [O,K], it
follows that we can choose 8 = 8(&) small enough such that
By (65) it follows that
IMz)[ <: 1 fm z E SOC'), Izl <: K(o) . (65)
fm j > log,(lzI/K(o)), z E S,!,), Izi <: K(o). (66)
To estimate hk(Z) we split the product from (63) into the regions 1 ::; j ::; min(k +
1,log,(lzI/K(o)) and j > min(h+ 1,log,(lzl/[((o), and we obtain
_ «)'0"1('(//((')) (Izl )'0',(1+')Ih,(z)1 <: 1 + 2" = [((0)
I.C.,
To complete the depoissonization, we need to estimate hk ( z) outside the conc. Thus,
assume z rt 58, so that fRz = Izlcos(argz)::; Izlcos8. Therefore, with Ct = C1(d)
Ag;:un we need a sharper estimate for IeZ/ 2J !d(z/23)1 if j is large: Since CZ fd(z) is continuous
with CO !d(0) = 0, there exists a constant C3 = C3 (d) > asuch that
From (68) it follows that
Ie' fd(z)1 < 1 for Izl < C3 · (68)
fm j > log,(lzI/C3) .
22
(69)
Now we proceed as follows: Since Ljii 21J = 1 - 2k\1' we have
k+J k+l
Ic~ II 1,(z/2i )1 = Ic42'+' II(c~/2j - c,(z/2i ))I,
i=l i=l
which is estimated by
eJl.z /21<+1 II (1 +C 1) e(lzlcos8l/2J ,
l$i$K
where J( = min(k +1,log2(1zI/C3 )) . Therefore the estimate is less than or equal to
(70)
e(lzl cos 0l/21<+1 (1 + C1)Kel=1 cos (j (1- 2~)
:S: (1 + Cdog2(lzI/CJ)elzlcos(j(1+21<~1-2~)
(1I) 'o,,!,+c.):S: ~3 elzlcoso < e~lzl
for cosO < a < 1 and z ---; 00, Z 1. So.
Thus, we have established the conditions of the Depoissoni,r,ation Lemma, and conse-
quently get that
for any [ > 0 where the O-constant is Independent of k.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to set k = llog2 N + tJ - 1, and notice
that Pr{RN,d > log2 N + t - 1) = Pr{RN,d > llog2·N + tJ - I} .
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